Chorioretinitis sclopetaria

Coriorretinite esclopetária
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ABSTRACT

The objective of this study is to report a case of ocular trauma by gunshot bullet, which struck and lodged in the orbit, developing chorioretinitis sclopetaria. We also addressed the pathophysiological mechanism, the main clinical findings and laboratory tests, and treatment options. The characteristic of this case enhances the importance of a multidisciplinary approach in the ocular trauma.
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RESUMO

O objetivo deste trabalho é relatar um caso de trauma ocular por projétil de arma de fogo, que atingiu e se alojou na cavidade orbitária, desenvolvendo coriorretinite esclopetária. Foram abordados o mecanismo fisiopatológico, os principais achados clínicos e de exames complementares, além das opções de tratamento. As características do caso relatado reforçam a importância de uma abordagem multidisciplinar no trauma ocular.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Chorioretinitis sclopetaria is the term used to characterize an eye injury in which a firearm projectile (FAP) passes nearby the globe without perforating it, causing damage to the retina and choroid\(^{(1-15)}\). It was first described in 1901 by Goldzieher\(^{(13,14,15)}\), but Kempster et al. mention Graefe as first reporting it in 1954\(^{(6)}\). This syndrome has received a variety of names which include proliferative chorioretinitis, proliferative plastic chorioretinitis and proliferative Lagrange chorioretinitis\(^{(14,15)}\).

The pathophysiological mechanism of the injury is caused by the energy release resulting from the high speed of the projectile when reaching the orbital cavity and passing close to the eyeball in its path\(^{(1-15,13-15)}\). Although there is no perforation, there is direct damage to the retina and/or choroid, or immediately adjacent to that path, generally parallel to the ora serrata. Indirect injury may be due to kickback mechanism, i.e., the shock waves propagate through the eyeball until reaching the posterior pole. Choroidal ruptures by kickback are generally concentric, vertical, and unique to the optic nerve, and can seriously compromise the macula\(^{(14,16-20)}\). In cases of multiple lesions, they are often parallel with the largest one being central and the smallest one peripheral. A compression mechanism (Commotio retinae) may also be involved, leading to Berlin edema\(^{(21-27)}\).

Changes in motility, either by restriction or by direct injury of the extraocular muscles, may be present. The involvement of visual acuity is variable because it depends on the location and the extent of the injury. In the anterior segment, pupillary and photo-motor reflection changes may be present, and the intraocular pressure (IOP) can be altered as a result of ocular inflammation.

Although classically associated to FAPs, quite similar situations have been described with compressed air projectiles and even with fishing equipment\(^{(6)}\).

The objective of this study is to report a case of chorioretinitis sclopetaria attended the emergency service of the Municipal Hospital Souza Aguiar (HMSA), and with ambulatory follow-up at Hospital Nossa Senhora da Saúde - Gamboa. The pathophysiological mechanism, the main clinical findings, possible complications and the treatment options will be discussed.

**CASE REPORT**

A 35 year old man, brown, was admitted at the emergency service of HMSA on August 19, 2010, stating “gunshot in the right eye and blurred vision” two hours before in a robbery. The ectoscopy showed hematoma and bi-eyelid edema, besides contusion measuring a centimeter in the lower eyelid. Motility was preserved and the uncorrected visual acuity (VA) was 20/200 (RE) and 20/20 (LE). Biomicroscopy showed intact eyeball, conjunctival hyperemia, intense subconjunctival hemorrhage, transparent cornea, anterior chamber formed and wide, photo-reactive pupil and transparent lens. The IOP measurement with Goldmann applanation tonometry (GAT) was 13mmHg both eyes.

We requested a CT scan of skull and orbit, showing that the central nervous system was preserved and the presence of a FAP in the right orbit located inferiorly. Four weeks after the trauma the patient went to inspection with right dystopia and reflection of Hirshberg and normal pupils. He reported mild pain and diplopia to abduction in the RE. The corrected visual acuity was 20/100, and he had no changes in biomicroscopy. The IOP was 7 and 11mmHg in the RE and LE, respectively. Retinotomy showed an important lower vitreous hemorrhage; subretinal hemorrhage and choroidal rupture in the periphery of the retina; as well as peri-macular (temporal) choroidal rupture concentric with the optic nerve. Said findings were confirmed by retinography and ecography (Figures 2 and 3). The procedure was expectant and the patient was followed up monthly with VA and GAT measurements, retinal mapping and visual field exams. He showed an improvement of the dystopia and moderate absorption of the vitreous hemorrhage, evolving to visual acuity of 20/40 and exam of macular acuity potential of 20/30 partial. He was stable for 18 months, with a small visual field defect in the nasal region (Figure 4) consistent with the topography of the peri-macular lesion. Optical coherence monitoring. The patient condition progressed to side abscess and subsequent restriction of adduction. The eye fundus showed important rupture of choroid, mild retinal whitening and discrete macular edema with cherry aspect, showing the Berlin edema. He then underwent surgery with a multidisciplinary approach (ophthalmology and BMF) to drain the abscess. It progressed to invert FAP in the inferior orbital cavity post surgery, and the patient was discharged for ambulatory follow-up.

![Figure 1. Computed tomography of skull and orbit, showing the central nervous system preserved and the presence of a FAP in the right orbit located inferiorly.](image)

![Figure 2. Simple retinography of the right eye showing choroidal rupture temporally reaching the macula and saving the foveal region.](image)
tomography showed no edema in the posterior pole, but it is noticed an expected disorder of the retinal pigment epithelium cells in the damaged area (Figure 5). The patient is still under follow-up every six months, undergoing the routine exams already mentioned, in addition to the fluorescein angiotretinography in order to assess the possible onset of neovascularization.

**DISCUSSION**

The chorioretinitis scleretaria was introduced in the literature by Goldzieher in Germany in 1901(3,6,14,15), and refers to the retinal and choroidal lesions secondary to a trauma by FAP passing adjacent to the eyeball. Although there is no perforation, ruptures in the retina and choroid, as well as macular edema may be present and seriously impair the visual acuity(1-15).

The multidisciplinary approach should always be considered in cases of ocular trauma. In this report, the patient had no injury of the extrinsic muscles, but it progressed with limitation of adduction by restriction subsequent to the formation of lateral abscess. The procedure adopted along with neurosurgery and oral and maxillofacial surgery was the surgical drainage of the abscess, which was successfully performed.

Computed tomography showed no optic nerve lesion, but this is a condition that may occur in part or in its entirety, leading to significant losses of visual field and amaurosis(7).

In the acute phase of chorioretinitis scleretaria, hemorrhages (vitreous, retinal and/or subretinal), and choroidal and retinal ruptures can be seen, besides retinal edema(3,15). These findings were observed in our patient with the choroidal rupture.
partially reaching the macular region and consequently permanently impairing the visual field. It is known that the choroid ruptures are associated with blunt trauma, either by direct or indirect mechanism[19,28-32]. Retinal and macula whitening with a cherry aspect (Berlin edema) have also been reported after eye injuries, a condition that is known as *commotio retinae*[21-27]. Both can appear in chorioretinitis sclopetaria, as it also has a blunt component in its pathophysiology. In our case the edema was lightly to moderately present in the acute phase, and was regressing with parallel recovery of the visual acuity (20/200 to 20/40).

In eyes with chorioretinitis sclopetaria, it is tempting to intervene in some way because of the often scary size and the posterior location of the retinal rupture. However, the retina rarely deplaces in this situation, presumably because of an inflammation in the edges of the necrotic retina leading to a firm chorioretinal adhesion. Furthermore, it is believed that the retina and choroid are retracted as a single unit, with the posterior hyaloid remaining intact from rupture, preventing the entrance of the vitreous into the subretinal space[13,15]. If a retinal detachment occurs, it is usually frontal or tangential, and is the same choroidal rupture in another situation, i.e., the possibility of developing neovascularization from the choroid and fibrovascular proliferation. This occurs in 25 to 50% after one year of the choroidal ruptures[16,28-30]. Our patient is currently in the 18th month after injury, and is being closely monitored with fluorescein angioretinography, getting normal results so far.

It is important to mention that there is no exact model in the chorioretinitis sclopetaria injuries; the extent of the injury will vary according to the type of gun, projectile caliber, distance from the weapon to the target, pathway and interaction with various ocular structures that have varied tissue resistances. It can be found from small peripheral retinal injuries to optic nerve avulsion. Supplementary exams are needed to elucidate the diagnosis. The tomography of skull and orbit is enlightening to locate the projectile, in addition to assess the impairment level of the central nervous system. In ambulatory level follow-up is done with retina mappings, fluorescein angioretinography, ecography, optical coherence tomography (OCT) and visual field. Following the same reasoning, the treatment and the visual prognosis are variable and depend on the extent and location of the lesion.

**CONCLUSION**

This paper aims at alerting ophthalmologists so that whenever treating a patient with ocular trauma by FAP they are aware of the diagnosis of chorioretinitis sclopetaria. Due to the multidisciplinary nature of the trauma, it is of great importance the the assessment is made along other medical specialties.
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